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Introduction  

The use of the internet as a shopping and purchasing 

medium has seen unprecedented growth. Most experts expect 

the global electronic market to dramatically impact commerce in 

the twenty first century. 

In addition to this tremendous growth, the characteristics of 

the global electronic market constitute a unique opportunity for 

companies to more efficiently reach existing and potential 

customers by replacing traditional retail stores with Web-based 

businesses. Many physical obstacles hinder companies in their 

efforts to reach global markets. Therefore, the World Wide Web 

(WWW) enables businesses to explore new markets that 

otherwise cannot be reached. Consequently, Electronic 

Commerce (EC) has emerged as the most important way of 

doing business for years to come. This term was first used by 

Kalakota and Whinston [4]. They state that EC has two distinct 

forms: Business-to-business and business-to consumer. Much of 

the growth in revenues from transactions over the Internet has 

been achieved from business-to-business exchanges leading to 

the accumulation of an impressive body of knowledge and 

expertise in the area of business -to-business EC [5], [6]. 

Unfortunately, this is not the case for business -to-consumer EC. 

With the exception of software, hardware, travel services, and 

few other niche areas, shopping on the Internet is far from 

universal even among people who spend long hours online [7], 

[8]. A recent survey reported by Krochmal [9], found that only 

18% of U.S. households have made a purchase online. 

Moreover, many companies already practicing EC are 

having a difficult time generating satisfactory profits. For 

example, many e-companies such as Amazon.com have 

successfully attracted much attention but have not been able to 

convert their competitive advantage into tangible profit [10]. 

The applications and services involved in the process are 

typically heterogeneous and may be provided and maintained by 

different organisations. As an organisation has its own security 

mechanisms and policies to protect its local resources, the 

application across multiple organisations has to operate amongst 

multiple, heterogeneous security realms. A security realm is a 

group of principals (people, computers, services etc.) that are 

registered with a specified authentication authority and managed 

through a consistent set of security processes and policies. 

Because organisations and services can join a collaborative 

process in a highly dynamic and flexible way, it cannot be 

expected that every two of the collaborating security realms 

always have a direct cross-realm authentication relationship. A 

possible solution to this problem is to locate some intermediate 

realms that serve as an authentication-path between the two 

separate realms that are to collaborate. However, the overhead of 

generating an authentication-path for two distributed realms is 

not trivial. The process could involve a large number of extra 

operations for credential conversion and require a long chain of 

invocations to intermediate services. 

Eguo.com, founded in April 1999 by Yongqing Zhang, is a 

Chinese Internet e-commerce company to offer consumers 

online shopping, delivery and other Internet related services. It 

focuses on items that have rapid turnover, repeat purchases, and 

high margins without inventory costs. Now, eguo offers 30 lines 

of consumer products, about 60,000 products including foods, 

CDs, books, tickets, digital products, groceries, cosmetics and 

electronics, sports and outdoor equipment, etc, and its business 

has expanded to US, Japan, Korea, India and HK. 

Eguo promotes itself as an online convenience store on 

“little something for everyone” with a guaranteed delivery time 

within the Beijing area. Eguo.com is one of the largest e-

commerce websites in China today. In late 2007, eguo.com had 

about three million registered users, and page impressions 

topped 200 thousand per day with over five million Yuan sales 
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per month. By now, Eguo has been the famous brand of business 

to consumer ecommerce enterprises in Beijing. 

O PERATIO N MO DEL O F EGUO  

Eguo provides the payment option of C.O.D, card (only 

China Merchants Bank and Industrial and Commercial Bank of 

China) payments and remittance currently. Eguo will provide 

customers with more choice for payment in the future. Eguo has  

launched the famous “Eguo one hour” delivery service in 

Beijing since April 2000, which means products ordered in the 

website will be delivered to consumers within one hour in 

Beijing (within the 4th Ring Road). “Eguo one hour” delivery 

service brought much convenience to the consumers, since then, 

many Fast Moving Consumer Goods companies such as Pepsi; 

Uni-president started the cooperation with Eguo. Eguo created 

the concept of independent logistics. Based on the independent 

logistics, Eguo founded its delivery system using the hub and 

approach with one advanced central warehouse center, an 

efficient customer service center and a few dense distribution 

centers within the 4th Ring Road to meet the goals of one hour 

delivery guarantee. Meanwhile, by utilizing this system with 

advanced IT technology, Eguo could manage the customer 

service effectively. 

As an online retail platform, Eguo not only provides cheap 

goods for customers, but also offers maximal convenience and 

best services to customers by cooperating with the traditional 

producers and using advanced IT technology to realize the goal 

of “serve for common people with practicality and benefit”. 

Eguo deals with customer service in the way of call center, 

MSN, E-mail and BBS. 

Reiter and Stubblebine in [16] argue that an authentication 

process in a large-scale distributed system often needs the 

assistance of a path of security authorities as it is difficult to 

locate a single authority to authenticate all the principals in the 

system. They suggest using multiple paths to increase assurance 

on authentication. It is important to notice here that a Session 

Authority or SA in our system differs significantly from the 

security authority in [16]. A security authority is used to enforce 

security policies and processes for a security realm so as to 

prevent attacks from accessing the applications and resources 

within that realm. In contrast, an SA is associated with a 

business session (management system), independent of any local 

security realm. It has much simpler functionalities than a 

security authority, aiming to provide secure real information to 

session partners which may belong to different security realms. 

TECHNO LO GY, MANAGEMENT AND CAPITAL MO DEL O F EGUO  

As an e-commerce service provider, Eguo developed the 

retail and e-commerce Logistics Management System, as shown 

in figure 1, based on its practice on e-commerce retail. Eguo 

provides the simple version of the system to its partners for free. 

With the use of the Logistics Management System, its partners 

could management their products and inventory exactly and its 

customers could get more choices and the lowest price. The 

system includes such modules as supplier management, product 

management, purchasing management, inventory management, 

return management, customer management and s ales 

management, etc. Eguo developed the ERP system in the late of 

2005. With the Compiere as the technology platform, eguo’s 

ERP system works stably and emphasizes particularly on e-

commerce application. By the application of ERP system, Eguo 

could allocate its resources including people, goods, funds, 

equipment and information properly and streamline the business 

process. 

 
Figure 1. Eguo online retail system 

The organization structure of Eguo is shown as figure 2. 

Functions of each department are as follows: 

General Manager 

Draw the development strategy and annual plan, etc. 

Cooperation Department  
Supplier management, customer relationship maagement. 

Sales Department  
Sell goods develop market, VIP management. 

Website Development Department 

Development and maintenance of eguo’s website. 
Technology Department 

Construct the network, maintain the server. 

Customer Service Department 
Pre-sale service, after sale service. 

Human Resources Department 

Recruitment, training 

Financial Department 

Finance management.  

 
Figure 2. Organization structure of Eguo 

With the fast growing customers, Eguo expands fast at a 

sales growth rate of 30 percent per year. The revenue of Eguo 

mainly came from the earnings of sales, ads and franchise fee, 

and the sales earnings were in the majority. 

PRO POSED MO DEL 

 
The proposed model is the modified version of EGUO web 

service functionality. We have added our Session Authority 

concept that provides authentication and other secure group 

communication services. The following are the main 4 modules 

of the Session Authority concept. We won’t go in to the 

implementation details of the modules. But they provide a clear 

cut explanation of the overall process of the session authority 

concept. 
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Multi-Party Session 

A multi-party session may have two or more session 

partners for the intended collaboration. A partner can search for 

and invoke new services at runtime. Before a service (instance) 

is accepted as a new partner, an HCRA process is needed. 

However, unlike a two-party session, authentication for the 

existing partners of a multi-party session could be simplified 

significantly without requiring credential conversion and the 

establishment of any authentication path. This is because session 

partners can make use of their session memberships to 

authenticate each other even if they belong to different security 

realms. A shared session key or individual secret keys may be 

used to enforce a secure collaboration amongst session partners. 

Consider the example of Fig 1 again. When SI attempts to 

contact CI, it does not have to authenticate itself with the local 

authentication system of CI because both SI and CI are members 

of the same session. SI can simply use its session membership to 

prove its identity to CI. This simplified authentication process is 

called Simplified Cross-Realm Authentication (SCRA). The 

HCRA process has to be repeated (n – 1) times for a multi-party 

session with n security realms, but up to (n – 1) × (n – 2)/2 

authentication processes can be simplified as SCRA based on 

session memberships, thereby reducing both cost and 

complexity significantly. However, managing and coordinating 

a multi-party session is more complex in nature, in comparison 

with handling two parties only. A multi-party session 

management system needs to address the issues with message 

routing and secret keys for communications. A Session Authority 

(SA) is also required to provide reliable real-time information 

(e.g. memberships) about session partners [9]. 

Message Routing 

Message routing is concerned with the issues of dispatching 

messages to the intended service instance which maintains 

corresponding states. In practice, a service may handle requests 

from different requestors concurrently. When all the requestors 

invoke operations provided by the same port, the messages are 

sent to the same address (e.g. the same URL). In this case, 

additional correlated information is needed, which helps the 

underlying middleware to determine which interaction a 

message is related to and to locate the corresponding service 

implementation object to  handle the message. 

A simple approach is to exploit a correlated token, shared 

by the communicating partners, for identifying the related 

messages transported within the collaboration. A shared token is 

sufficient to the identification of session partners on the both 

sides of two-party collaboration. However, session partners (i.e. 

service instances) in a multi-party session may be generated by 

the same service with the same address. It is difficult to 

distinguish them using a single token. In contrast with the token-

based solution, an ID-based solution assigns every session 

partner with a unique identifier, thereby distinguishing all the 

partners unambiguously. In practice, a token-based solution is 

usually used to decide whether an instance is actually working 

within a business session while an ID-based scheme is employed 

to identify individual session partners in the case that fine-

grained instance identification is needed. 

Secret Keys  

In a two-party session, authentication typically consists of 

several rounds of operations and message passing, and the 

session key used in the subsequent communication between the 

two partners is normally a by-product of the authentication 

process. However, in a multi-party session, SCRA is a highly 

simplified process and does not include the automatic generation 

of secret keys. 

An obvious approach is to generate a single secret key for a 

given multi-party session and then distribute it to all the session 

partners. Once the session key is generated, it can be used to 

simplify the authentication process amongst the existing session 

partners, thereby avoiding HCRA. Hada and Maruyama’s 

protocols in [9] are an example of this type of solution with the 

support of a Session Authority. However, if a partner loses the 

secret key, the security of the whole session will be 

compromised. Moreover, session partners may leave and join a 

session dynamically. When a partner leaves from its session, the 

shared secret key must be refreshed in order to ensure that any 

previous partner cannot gain any further information from the 

session. Similarly, when a new partner joins the session, the 

secret key must also be refreshed in order to ensure that any new 

partner cannot obtain any previous information transferred 

within the session. The issues related with secret key revocation 

have been discussed in many papers on secure group 

communications (e.g. [15][20]). 

Another possible solution is to generate a shared secret key 

for every pair of session partners (e.g. using the Diffie-Hellman 

public key algorithm [18]). This scheme is more costly but it 

avoids the issue with key revocation. 

Session Authority 

A Session Authority (SA) is a service that provides reliable 

real-time information (e.g. session memberships) for a given 

multi-party session. For example, the SA may be employed to 

notify that a partner has left from the session, by contacting all 

the partners that have collaborated with the previous partner. An 

SA service could be associated conveniently with, or 

implemented as part of, a multiparty management system. This 

can be implemented using different methods with different 

features and characteristics such as fault-tolerance, scalability 

and cost-effectiveness. These methods include centralized 

management, decentralized architecture for better scalability, 

and fully distributed information provision for improved fault -

tolerance. As an example of the SA implementation, our 

authentication protocols are designed to conform to the WS-

Coordination specification [3] in which an SA is an extension of 

a coordinator. In WS-Coordination both centralized and 

decentralized coordinators are discussed. An SA may act as a 

centralized service that handles requests from all the session 

partners within a business session; alternatively, an SA may 

manage the session partners within a local domain only, and a 

group of decentralized SA’s can then manage collectively the 

whole business session, thereby avoiding the problem of 

concentrating the SA operations in a single place. 

Implementation Details  

Beside the correctness analysis, we also need to examine 

whether our authentication system is feasible enough for 

practical real-world applications. Consequently, a series of 

experiments has been implemented to assess the overheads 

imposed by the authentication mechanisms and the scalability of 

our proposed system. Because the system is designed to be 

deployed on service-oriented middleware, we will evaluate the 

compatibility of our system with existing message-level security 

protocols. 

We made a comparison evaluation for security and 

performance overhead for authentication using two party and 

multi party session. The results of which are displayed in the 

following figures. 
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Perhaps, eguo’s success is due to its cooperation with 

traditional manufactures. Now, the number of companies 

cooperated with eguo is increasing continually, and a range of 

industries is involved with diversified cooperation way. In 

addition to the cooperation with traditional companies, eguo 

cooperated with universities also. Eguo has started its 

cooperation with universities since 2004 such as Beijing 

Jiaotong University, Beijing Union University, China 

Agriculture University. 

University of Finance and Economics, China University  of 

Geosciences, Beijing University of Aeronautics and 

Astronautics, Beijing University of S&T, Beijing Institute of 

Technology, etc. Eguo offered a chance of internship  or starting 

a business to students from these universities. Students from 

these universities could have an intern, work or start a business 

in eguo. Eguo has recruited 1000 internship students including 

sophomore, juniors and seniors since the foundation of the 

innovation park. 80 percent of eguo’s current staffs came from 

the interns. As an innovation park of young people especially  

university students, eguo offers a free business platform, virtual 

host without space limit, an online tool for user management, 

suggestions from e-commerce experts and office room, while 

young entrepreneurs offer ideas, and the profits will be halved 

by eguo and young students . 

 
 

 
Conclusion 

In practice, a dynamic business process may involve many 

applications and services which belong to different organizations 

and security realms. The dynamic authentication process 

between organizations could be highly complex and time-

consuming if some intermediate authentication paths have to be 

created and credentials have to be converted. When there is no 

existing authentication relationship in place between two 

organizations, it will be practically difficult for a system to 

enable any secure collaboration between services from the two 

organizations in a just-in-time fashion. 

Based on the above analysis, the reason of eguo’s success 

can be summarized as the following three points: 

First, unlike the failures of many dot com companies, eguo 

limited it most service scope in Beijing, and strategically placing 

its distribution centers, so it could realize the promise of “one 

hour delivery”. By this way, eguo overcame logistics obstacle of 

e-commerce, and consumers could experiment with the 

advantages of ecommerce.  

Second, with the innovative cooperation way, eguo 

heightened its brand awareness and attracted many traditional 

partners and young talents. By the cooperation with tradition 

companies, eguo offers a growing wide variety of goods 

including convenience goods, which encouraged general 

customers that might not be accustomed to shop online to 

purchase in the website of eguo. With the cooperation with 

universities, eguo reinforced its brand popularity during the 

young people and attracted many high quality employees. 

Third, with application of the advanced IT technology, eguo 

could manage goods, inventory and customers effectively, and 

allocate its resources including people, goods, funds, equipment 

and information properly and streamline the business process. 

But will it succeed in the future with the expanding of goods? Is 

it restricted the development by limiting the delivery scope? 
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